and Webber [1978a] . <*3>.
A similar assumption is made by Karttunen [1976] , Levin & Goldman [1978] , Lyons [1978] and Stenning [1975] . 10a. I saw the guys from "Kiss" on TV today. b. I saw the three guys from "Kiss" on TV today. c. I saw all three guys from "Kiss" on TV today. d. I saw some guys from "Kiss" on TV today. e. I saw three guys from "Kiss" on TV today.
ii. They were being interviewed by Dick Cavett. In sentence 12a, the referent of "they" is the discourse entity appropriately described as "(the entire set of) linguists".
That is, "few <x>s" can evoke the same discourse entity as the definite noun phrase "the <x>s". However as
However, it should not be ignored, as it may be needed later in resolving a definite anaphor like "the three guys". <'10>.
This latter point is a subtle one, and usage may vary from person to person. That is, some people intend an indefinite plural noun phrase contained in a sentence S -"Some <x>s P" -to refer to the maximal set -i.e., "the set of <x>s which P".
Other people intend it to refer to some subset of that set -"the set of <x>s which P which I (the speaker) intended to mention in sentence S". shows, "few <x>s" can also pattern after the indefinite plural: the referent of "they" is the entity appropriately described as "the just-mentioned set of linguists who were at the party".
(We learn from "few" that this set is small or smaller than the speaker expects.) "Many", on the other hand, seems to pattern only after the indefinite plural. In sentence 13a., the referent of "they" is appropriately described as "the just-mentioned set of linguists who smoke".
( On the other hand, the actual discourse entities evoked by these sentences do not.
For example, 18a. Each man who owns a donkey beats it. it = the donkey he owns b. However, the donkeys are planning to get back at them. the donkeys = the set of donkeys, each of which some man who owns a donkey owns them = the set of men, each of whom owns a donkey 19a. The man I know who owns a donkey beats it. it = the donkey he owns b. But the donkey is planning to get back at him. the donkey = the just-mentioned donkey that the man I know who owns a donkey owns him = the man I know who owns a donkey 20a. Which man who owns a donkey beats it? <*ii>. The phrase "parameter~zed individual" is being used somewhat loosely to include "parameterized" sets, stuff, etc.
For example, (i) No man who owns two donkeys beats them. them = the two donkeys he owns <'12>.
By "actual" discourse entities, I mean ones that can be referred to anaphorically in subsequent sentences. it = the donkey he owns --"None" b.*Are the donkeys planning to get back at {him, them, I noted above that a sentence like "Every man who owns a donkey beats it" could sensibly be followed by a sentence like "However, the donkeys are planning to get back at them" (cf. example 18).
Given that I have shown how to account for the referent of "it" in the first sentence in terms of discourse entities and their formally derivable descriptions, can the referent of "the donkeys" be account for in the same way? <'14> I shall not take the time here to discuss the path from the phrase "every man who owns a donkey" to the discourse entity informally describable as "the set of men, each of whom owns a donkey", since it is rather straightforward, cf.
This entity is a possible referent for "them" in sentence 18b. This  is  a definite  noun  phrase,  but  because  of  its  binding  to  the  distributively  quantified  noun  phrase  "each girl", it will evoke a discourse entity with the properties of a set rather than an individual (cf. example 8). In this case, it will be "the set of flowers, each of which was the flower that some girl in the class picked". Simplifying for brevity here, this rule can be written (Vx:K) . P x,iy:C x,y ==> (Ez) . z = {ul (Ex:K) . u = iy:C x,y} where K represents an arbitrary unary predicate which x satisfies and both P and C represent arbitrary binary predicates. The right-hand side of this rule implies that in case the left-hand side matches some sentence, there will be a discourse entity roughly describable as "the set of u's, each of which is the thing that stands in relation C to some member of K".
Notice now that after the "it" is resolved in "Every man who owns a donkey beats it" (see above), the sentence matches the left-hand side of the above rule -i.e., "Every man who owns a donkey beats the just-mentioned donkey he owns.
Thus it follows that there is a discourse entity describable as "the set of donkeys, each of which is the just-mentioned donkey that some man who owns a donkey owns" -i.e., 
